
  

Options, options and more options

smörgåsbord

buffet

potpourri

bouillabaisse

minestrone

cornucopia



  



  



  

Let us count the ways..

1. Z test

2. t test 

3. paired t test

4. Chi-square 

5. ANOVAs (aov, lme)

a) additive

b) factorial

c) randomized block

d) split plot

e) repeated measures

6. Regressions 

a) bivariate OLS (lm)

b) multiple OLS (lm)

c) bivariate SMA (smatr)

d) logistic (glm)

e) generalized linear (glm)

f)  mixed effects (glmm)

7. ANCOVAs (5 + 6)



  

Let us count the ways..

1. Z test

2. t test 

3. paired t test

4. Chi-square 

5. ANOVAs (aov, lme)

a) additive

b) factorial

c) randomized block

d) split plot

e) repeated measures

6. Regressions 

a) bivariate OLS (lm)

b) multiple OLS (lm)

c) bivariate SMA (smatr)

d) logistic (glm)

e) generalized linear (glm)

f)  mixed effects (glmm)

7. ANCOVAs (5 + 6)

8. Model selection



  

What is your research world view?
 my study 

system is very 
complex

 unknown 
processes 
drive complex 
pattern

 my study 
system can be 
be partially 
understood

 I use AIC

 my study 
system is well 
known

 predictable 
processes 
drive expected 
patterns

 my study 
system can be 
fully 
understood 

 I use BIC

 my study 
system is not 
well known

 patterns could 
be due to 
random 
processes

 my study 
system can be 
shown to be 
nonrandom

 I use H
O



  McGill et al. (2006)



  McGill et al. (2006)



  McGill et al. (2006)



  

null hypothesis world view

 Something non-random may happen
 So I test for non-randomness, assuming null
 [by itself ≠ measuring what is happening]
 Also evaluate effects (slopes), strength (R2)
 

paper tiger: someone or something that 
appears powerful or dangerous but is not



  

null hypothesis world view

 Something non-random may happen
 So I test for non-randomness, assuming null
 [by itself ≠ measuring what is happening]
 Also evaluate effects (slopes), strength (R2) 
  I can study a few possibilities at a time
– I conduct an experiment, compare controls to 

 treatments, where controls = null
– Did treatments cause response that is unlikely

 to occur at random?
Problem: statistics only show randomness is unlikely. 

The logical power comes from 
experimentation.

paper tiger: someone or something that 
appears powerful or dangerous but is not



  

null hypothesis world view

 Problem: statistics only show randomness is an unlikely 
explanation. The logical power comes from experimentation.

 AND SO: the real ability to understand your system comes 
from the way you design the experiment and the way you 
interpret results.
– Logic
– Experimental controls (+, -, shams, containers, etc.)
– Clever treatments
– Evidence
– Replication

paper tiger: someone or something that 
appears powerful or dangerous but is not



  



  

What is your research world view?
 my study 

system is very 
complex

 unknown 
processes 
drive complex 
pattern

 my study 
system can be 
be partially 
understood

 I use AIC

 my study 
system is well 
known

 predictable 
processes 
drive expected 
patterns

 my study 
system can be 
fully 
understood 

 I use BIC

 my study 
system is not 
well known

 patterns could 
be due to 
random 
processes

 my study 
system can be 
shown to be 
nonrandom

 I use H
O



  



  

model comparison world-view (AIC)

 descended from Chamberlin (1890)

 multiple working hypotheses (can/should include null)

 point now = "which model best explains patterns?"

 "all models are wrong, but some are useful" (Cox)

 higher level of inference than null-model test or single 
model test

 good for exploring models (many models) but also 
evaluating multiple working hypotheses



  



  



  

“Can never find the true model”



  



  

Bayesian world view

 my study system is well known
 predictable processes drive expected patterns
 my study system can be fully understood
 I work with a narrow set of relatively simple 

alternative models 



  

no. steps/homoplasies
posterior probabilities



  



  

One model = the truth



  



  

Methods I world view
 my study 

system is very 
complex

 unknown 
processes 
drive complex 
pattern

 my study 
system can be 
be partially 
understood

 I use AIC

 my study 
system is well 
known

 predictable 
processes 
drive expected 
patterns

 my study 
system can be 
fully 
understood 

 I use BIC

 my study 
system is not 
well known

 patterns could 
be due to 
random 
processes

 my study 
system can be 
shown to be 
nonrandom

 I use H
O



  

Methods II world view
 my study 

system is very 
complex

 unknown 
processes 
drive complex 
pattern

 my study 
system can be 
be partially 
understood

 I use AIC

 my study 
system is well 
known

 predictable 
processes 
drive expected 
patterns

 my study 
system can be 
fully 
understood 

 I use BIC

 my study 
system is not 
well known

 patterns could 
be due to 
random 
processes

 my study 
system can be 
shown to be 
nonrandom

 I use H
O



  

Hypothesis: Adding bass to a lake will clear the 
water due to trophic cascade



  

Hypothesis: Adding bass to a lake will clear the 
water due to trophic cascade

Null Hypothesis view:

1. Find two matching 
lakes or split one in ½

2. Add bass to one

3. Compare water in 
treated vs. untreated

4. Ideally, find bass 
cleared water > than 
expected at random



  

Multi Hypothesis view:
  But N&P may 

counter trophic 
cascade
  Is it N?
  Is it P?
  Is it the N/P ratio?

Alternative Hypothesis: It's the fertilizer, stupid!



  

Alternative Models
 Algae ~ null
 Algae ~ - bass
 Algae ~ + N
 Algae ~ + P
 Algae ~ + N/P
 Algae ~ - bass + N
 Algae ~ - bass + P
 Algae ~ - bass + N/P
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